
Qi capitalises from 
Keepthinking’s 12-year 
experience working with 
organisations in the public, 
arts and cultural sectors.

Qi = Collection management 
+ Content management + 
Asset management + Event 
booking, Ticket sales + Online 
shop + Donations + Visitor 
information + ...

More than two hundred 
museums, galleries, 
local councils and other 
institutions trust and use Qi 
every day.

Totally new, fresh, beautiful 
interface, using web 
standards and open source 
technologies. Qi is powerful, 
flexible, fast and easy to use.

Qi The Integrated  
Content + Collection 
Management Solution

Sarah Gillett, Head of Arts Digital and Communications. 
British Council.

Having struggled for years with old databases and synchronising updates to 
our website, now we can manage everything within our Collection, Library and 
website from anywhere in the world – and updates are instant! Qi lets us properly 
audit, archive and report on our Collection, Library and the whole of our Visual 
Arts programme globally.



Authority and constituents  
Define as many authorities as you need and use them where you need 
them. Constituents are merge people, groups and organisations. 

External authorities  
Link into AAT, Geonames, VIAF, Wikipedia, Library of Congress and 
anyone else with an API - no need to import authorities when you can 
link dynamically to them. You can create library records from ISBN. NEW

Thesauri 
Qi can include any type of vocabulary, from Getty ULAN, AAT and 
extending to any XML or SKOS based ontology. 

Contextual information 
Linking content to content or content to authorities may include any 
number of contextual fields (e.g. qualifier for artists or material for 
conservation activities).

Authorities and vocabularies

Create new sections and templates  
Easily add new sections and content templates. You may split your 
content and collection across multiple sections for more flexibility.

Content type definition
Add, remove, rename and translate fields and field labels. Groups field 
into different tabs and reorder fields and tabs. Design any screen.

Public and private 
Define fields as globally public or private, to determine what is visible on 
the public interface and API.

Granular user permissions
Define working teams with granular permissions, including who can 
access content in each section and to what level, up to individual fields.

Configuration and permissions

Dashboard

Global search  
Global search across the entire database, on every field and using 
boolean logic. Subject to user permissions. NEW

All content at a glance
All sections and records, including drafts, in one comprehensive list. NEW

Recent activity 
Diagram highlighting the recent activity across all content and for all 
users of Qi. See if people have been working hard. NEW

Easy access
Quick access to recent changes, records to approve and your own 
drafts in progress. NEW

Quick links
Configurable links to create frequently accessed content, such as new 
accessions, pages, exhibitions and objects. NEW

Resources and help
See disk usage and database usage limits. Access online help, including 
video tutorials, PDF resources and online manuals. NEW

Search existing records 
Boolean search across every field and relationships. Search for objects 
by artist, material, or even value. NEW

Summary information
Configurable summary record information displayed at the top for easy 
identification of records. 

Customisable fields and input screens 
Complete customisation of field and tab layout for every type of content, 
including objects, artists, exhibitions, and more. NEW

Powerful reporting
Qi includes sophisticated import, export and report capabilities. Export in 
XML, Excel, JSON, PDF and Word. Import from CSV, XML.

Audit trail and versioning
Keep the history of each record within Qi. Immediately recover previous 
values, see who changed it and restore a deleted record.

Content Relationships
Associate any element of content with any other element, across 
multiple types and nodes.

Multi-lingual content and translation workflow
Enter content in any number of languages, including precise workflow 
for translation jobs. Unleash the power of Google Translate between any 
number of language pairs. NEW

Content Management



Exhibitions  
Manage exhibitions, including multiple venues, captions, installation 
images, movements, packing lists, insurances and more.

Publications
Publications and other uses of the collection can be easily managed, 
with contextual information such as publication text and page numbers.

Conservation and Condition Checking
Create conservation and condition checking workflows, linking individual 
objects and groups of objects, each with contextual information.

Movement Control 
Control where objects are at any time and where they have been 
previously. Report on what is at every location at any given time.

Inventory 
Check that objects are effectively where they are supposed to be and 
react accordingly. 

Loans 
Manage loans in and out, including movement, insurance, conservation 
and condition checking. Loaned in object separated from own collection.

Go Mobile 
Use your iPhone, iPad or Android device to scan barcode and record 
movements, conditions and conservation activities. COMING SOON

Procedures and workflows

What is truly different about Qi is its framework approach to managing 
content and content relationships in a truly flexible and extensible way. 
Qi lets users define the structure of their content and to conform to any 
existing and future standard.

In addition, Qi lets you manage your content according to one standard 
and export it in any number of other standards. Or may you extend the 
chosen standard and still be compatible.

Out of the box, these are the standards supported.

SPECTRUM (all units of information and workflows)
LIDO 
MARC21
Dublin Core
ISAD(g)
CDWA / CCO
DACS / EAD

...and any other standard.

Standards

Complete asset management  
A sophisticated Digital Asset Management is integrated with Qi and it is 
prefigured to accept assets in over 400 file formats. NEW

Playing and zooming
Inline zooming of images and playing of multimedia content, using ultra 
compatible HTML5 technology. NEW

Automatic resizing and encoding
Multiple image sizes created on upload. Video assets are automatically 
converted into as many formats as required, for web and mobiles. NEW

Catalogues and folders
Media files (images, documents and multimedia) are divided by type 
and organised in folders. Team permissions for reading and writing. NEW 

Visual Browsing
Visual browsing within the Media Library and when you want to 
associate an image to a record make tasks easier.

Usage management
See usage for each asset, as list of records using it. Never delete an 
asset that is being used.

Digital Asset Management Integration

No need for middleware  
With Qi, your collection and the rest of your content does not need to be 
exported to be on your website. It is online the moment you decide so.

More than collection online 
Collection online must permeate the whole website, not just the 
Collection section – or your visitors will miss it. You can link to collection 
objects from anywhere on the website - and link back.

Context and narrative 
Easily add context and narrative to the content. Link objects to 
exhibitions and create trails, floor plans and guided tours. Help your 
visitors make the most of your content by better integration.

Feature collections everywhere 
Complete integration between web and mobile content and collection 
information means that objects can be featured everywhere, including 
visit (floor plans), what’s on (exhibitions), support (donate), the shop 
(catalogues) and more. By increasing exposure you maximise the 
chance for your collection to be visible.

Flexible API 
Full read and write RESTful API publishes and accepts data in XML 
and JSON for integration with existing systems, other software or 
websites.
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The following organisations 
are among the many that 
have chosen Qi to manage 
and present their content.

Clients


